
Me coming for tour like…

ABOUT ME: 

Second year, PAIS, French 
but WBS is not so much my 
thing…

French, yes BUT
BEER >>>> WINE (easy).

Was a silly silly fresh and 
chose lacrosse over snow but 
that time is now behind me.

I am a lightweight but always 
up for the sesh.

I am a bug: despite Brexit, I 
will never leave (CLAIM).

I am very organised due to a 
wide range of weird habits 
and my current exec 
position. 

Part of the travel committee 
in high school and had to 
help organise a trip for 230 
people (which I think could 
help?).

Looking out for tour 
under any circumstances 

WHY ME AS YOUR TOUR SEC?

1. Promotion: 
Collaborating with media to get a social media campaign 
to promo tour. 
Collaborating with merch to get flyers, posters, room 
rounds
Making sure beginners are feeling left off.. Emphasis on 
Lessons.

2. Pre-tour: Making sure to be reachable for the many by coming to 
all the socials (CLAIM).

3. Pre Tour Working in collaboration with the Captains to provide 
daytime events e.g. Railjam??? Scav Hunt ?? Airbag?

4. Pre Tour: Collaborate with socials secs to get a
WarwickSnow experience at apres/evening events
(getting warwick djs involved?).

5. Creating a mailing list alongside a Fb group to ensure 
the right diffusion of information.

6. Able to work under time restriction, pressure and am 
NOT afraid of the unexpected.

7. French? Not a problem for me, I speak it. 

8. Posting a WarwickSnow specific feedback form  to 
ensure an even better (if possible???) tour for Easter, 
working close to NUCO to preserve and strengthen the 
partnership, daily contact with the SU to give daily 
feedback. 

9. Working with NUCO to assist in helping any member 
who is hurt on tour and making sure to visit them to see if 
there is anything we can assist with. 

10. …. Im French.. I know the resorts…


